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Abstract – We are actively pursuing the
development of new accelerators based on the
novice technology of Linear Transformer
Driver (LTD). LTD based drivers are
considered for many applications including
future very high current Z-pinch drivers like
ZX and Z-pinch IFE (Inertial Fusion Energy).
The salient feature of the approach is switching
and inductively adding the pulses at low voltage
straight out of the capacitors through low
inductance transfer and soft iron core isolation.
Utilizing the presently available capacitors and
switches we can envision building the next
generation of fast z-pinch drivers without the
usage of large deionized-water and oil tanks as
it is the case with the present technology
drivers. The most significant advantage of all is
that the LTD drivers can be rep-rated. The
later makes LTD the driver of choice for Z-
pinch IFE where the required repetition rate is
of the order of 0.1 Hz. Presently we have in rep
rated operation in Sandia a one 500-kA, 100-kV
LTD cavity. The compact fast (<100 ns) LTD
was suggested and its development is funded by
Sandia at the High Current Electronic Institute
(HCEI) in Tomsk, Russia, where a number of
larger and stackable 1-MA cavities are under
construction.

1. The LTD technology base

LTD is a new method for constructing high-current,
high-voltage pulsed accelerators [1]. The salient
feature of the approach is switching and inductively
adding the pulses at low voltage straight out of the
capacitors through low inductance transfer and soft
iron core isolation. High currents can be achieved
by feeding each core with many capacitors
connected in parallel in a circular array. High
voltage is obtained by inductively adding many
stages in series. Utilizing the presently available
capacitors and switches we can envision building
the next generation of fast z-pinch drivers without
the usage of large deionized-water and oil tanks, as
is the case with the conventional technology

drivers. For example a LTD based replacement of
Saturn accelerator could fit in the space now
occupied only by its water tank [2]. In addition to
the relative compactness, LTD has a number of
very significant advantages compared to the Marx-
and-water-line technologies: These drivers do not
require insulating dielectric stacks for high voltage
hold-off, the coaxial voltage adders made of LTDs
and the transmission MITLs are directly connected,
without interface, to the reaction vacuum chamber.
All the switches operate with pressurized air and
not with SF6 so there are no asphyxiation hazards.
The device is contained within the steel walls of the
LTD cavities and is grounded at all times. Hence
the electrical hazard is dramatically reduced. The
gas switches are very quiet; therefore there is no
mechanical shock to significantly shorten the life of
the assembly. However the most important
advantage of all is that the LTD drivers offer the
possibility of a rep-rated operation. They can be
multi-pulsed with a repetition rate, in principle, up
to the capacitor specifications, which is of the order
of 10 Hz. The later makes LTD the driver of
choice for IFE where the required repetition rate is
0.1 Hz. In the following sections we present and
give performance results of our fast high current
LTD cavities currently in operation and under
construction in the Tomsk HCEI laboratory, we
discuss a first cut design of an IFE driver utilizing
the 1-MA, 100-kV cavity as a building block, and
finally we give progress results of our quest to
reach 0.1 Hz operation with our 500-kA, 100kV
LTD/100 cavity currently in rep-rated operation in
Sandia National Laboratories

2. A design of the IFE-LTD driver

The present thinking for the future high
current drivers is that in order to achieve target
ignition and high gain, the drivers should provide
a current to the load not less than 60MA with a
rise time of 100 ns or preferably less. The load
inductance could be of the order 10-15 nH.
Therefore a driver capable of driving that
inductance will be necessary.
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Based on the above consideration we select a
60-MA, 6-MV, driver. The building blocks are 1-
MA, 100-kV, ~70-ns pulse rise time LTD cavities
similar to the one shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 3 is a photograph of three 1-MA, LTD
cavities mounted vertically on the 10-cavity
voltage adder stand. Figure 4 presents the
measured voltage and current output of these
cavities [3].

Each cavity has 40, 200-kV switches and 80
capacitors arranged in 40 individual circuits
(bricks) feeding in parallel through an iron tape
core the accelerating cavity gap. The capacitors of
the brick are charged to opposite 100-kV polarity
and are connected to the two ends of the switch.

So when the switch closes approximately a
100- kV voltage pulse is applied to the accelerating
gap (matched case). The total inductance of one
brick, including the switch inductance and that of
the two capacitors connected in series, is 232 nH.
The capacitance of the two capacitors is 20nF
(40nF each), and their internal resistance is 0.600
Ohms (0.300 Ohm each). Therefore the equivalent
circuit of Fig. 1 for one 1-MA, 100-kV cavity will
have L = 5.8 nH, C = 800nF, internal resistance
0.015 Ohms, and matched external, load resistance
equal to 0.070 Ohms.

Fig. 2. 1-MA, 100kV, 70ns LTD cavity with
the top flange removed. The 40 switches and the
top capacitor of the 40 individual brick circuits are
also sown.

We select 60, 60-cavity voltage adders
connected in parallel to a single bi-plate or tri-plate
transmission line feeding the final (RTL) MITL in
the center of which is located the z-pinch load and
the ICF/IFE capsule. A single level arrangement of
the voltage adders will be preferable for IFE since
will make the system of fast replacement of the
RTLs and the power flow from the IVA to the bi-
plate or tri-plate to the RTL much simpler. In that
case no convolutes will be required (Fig. 5). The

disadvantage of this architecture is that the driver’s
footprint is large. If that becomes a serious
concern, especially for a Z-pinch ICF driver, a
multilevel arrangement with convolutes could be
considered.

Fig. 3. Photograph of three out of the ten 1-
MA, 100-kV LTD cavities that will complete a 1-
MA, 1-MV voltage adder.

Fig. 4. Voltage and current output of the 1-
MA, 100-kV cavity.

In the system considered here the number of cavities
per module and the number of modules connected in
parallel are the same. Therefore the entire 60-MV
driver will have an equivalent circuit identical to
that of one cavity. The total values of inductance,
capacitance and resistance of the driver are
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estimated assuming 60 cavities connected in series
in each voltage adder and 60 voltage adders
connected in parallel to feed a single wire array load
with final MITL inductance (L MITL) of 10nH and
initial load inductance of 1 nH. Fig. 6 presents a
circuit model result for a total mass load of 55mg.

The cavity diameter is of the order of 3m.
The radius of closest approach of the front of 60
voltage adders cannot be shorter than 31m, which
necessitates coaxial MITLS of similar length to
connect the output of the voltage adder to the
load. Although this will erode the front of the
pulse, it will also have two beneficial effects; first
it will sharpen the pulse front and thus give the
increased power output of the fast pinches:
second it will time isolate the cavities from the
load and make them unaffected by the load
inductance increase during the final stages of the
implosion. A 60 cavity voltage adder, including
the length of pumping stations, will be
approximately ~13-m long. Therefore the overall
radius of the driver will be of the order of 44m
and the height including the support structure
~5m. It will contain a total of 3,600 cavities,
144,000 pressurized air-closing switches and
288,000 capacitors.

Indeed the number of components is very
large, however there are only four major
components in the entire driver, which repeat
themselves many times; a capacitor, a switch, an
iron core and a cavity housing. This also
provides redundancy, the great advantage of jitter
reduction, and graceful degradation. In addition
of course there is a large cost reduction in
purchasing many identical components

The above design is quite optimistic and
ideal. It neglects the losses in the long MITLs
and

Vacuum Chamber Coaxial to
Biplate

MITL to LTD

Fig. 5. IFE z-pinch reaction chamber fed by
LTD modules connected to the load in parallel

through coaxial to bi-plate transition region
(single ended wire array load)

Fig. 6. Load current and kinetic energy of an
imploding 55mg single array load.

coaxial to bi-plate or tri-plate transition region.
In order to precisely estimate the losses, 2D and
3D particle in cell code modeling will be
necessary. Previous similar system studies during
the JUPITER [4] and LMF [5] projects, suggest
an approximate 10%-15% total current losses in
the long MITLs due to front pulse erosion and
losses in the transition region due to magnetic
nulls. To compensate for that, in a subsequent
design (Figure 7), we increased the number of
module adders from 60 to 70.

3. Conversion to rep-rated operation of the
500-kA, 100-kV LTD cavity at the high
current IFE-LTD laboratory at Sandia

The High Current Liner Transformer Driver
(LTD) laboratory became operational during
2005 at Sandia National Laboratories with an
LTD/100 cavity running in rep-rate mode. With
over two thousand shots completed the output of
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the LTD/100 is in excellent agreement with
circuit model SCREAMER [6] simulations, and
exceeds the original operating predictions.
Operating at a rep-rate of 1/30 Hz and a charge
voltage of 85 kV, the LTD/100 is achieving a
mean peak current of 514.6 kA ± 4.8 kA with a
rise time of 60.6 ns ± 1.7 ns. Recent
improvements to the auxiliary support systems of
the LTD/100 cavity made it possible to achieve a
rep-rate of 1/15 Hz. The high current, short
pulse, and repetition rate capabilities combined
with good reliability shows that LTD technology
is a great candidate for use in future pulsed power
applications and especially for IFE

104m

Figure 7. Top view of a 70 modules 70 cavity
per module, LTD, driver. The overall diameter is
104m.

The LTD/100 was constructed under contract to
Sandia at HCEI in Tomsk, Russia. It was
delivered to Sandia after initial testing in Tomsk
determined the characteristic output to be 450 kA
at 90 kV with a load resistance ~0.22. After its
arrival to Sandia the LTD laboratory, shown in
Figure 8, was constructed with all the necessary
support subsystems, the LTD was assembled and
testing began [7].

Before each shot the gas switches are vacuum
purged and filled with dry air. The history of the
gas switches being used in the LTD/100 suggests
that performing a rapid and turbulent purge under
vacuum immediately after each shot prolongs their
lifetime. The premagnetizing generator resets the
iron core by delivering ~2 kA at 3 kV charge
voltage with a rise time of ~75 µs. Following the
purge, fill and the premagnetizing pulse the
capacitors are being charged. A +30 V pulse is
sent to the low voltage trigger, which then triggers
the gas switch of the high voltage trigger, which
finally triggers the LTD.

During operations in rep-rate mode the output
data are monitored and adjustments to gas switch
pressures can be made without suspending
operations. This allows for the operator to adjust
for trends, such as a gas switch triggering late or
early. The LTD/100 does not show any signs of

Fig. 8. The LTD/100 cavity assembled at
Sandia National Laboratories

degradation or reduction in performance during
extended shot series of over one hundred shots.
However, the load resistance is one parameter,
which drifts, in the current configuration. Presently
the current is dissipated into a liquid KBr load
resistor. To counteract for the increase in
temperature that would decrease the resistance
value during rep-rated operations the KBr is
continuously recirculated through a chiller and large
reservoir outside the LTD/100 cavity. As expected
when the resistance decreases, the peak current and
the output current reversal increase. Throughout a
shot series the peak current increase is very small,
on the order of ~3 kA over one hundred shots. The
changes from day to day can be more abrupt ~20
kA, due to the large temperature changes in the
laboratory. This fluctuation in current output has
been determined to be solely the result of the
variations in the load resistor. In future experiments
where LTD cavities will be inductively added in
series to a voltage adder the load resistance from
shot to shot will be the same and therefore this
variation will not be observed.

The LTD/100 is controlled now through a
laptop computer running LabVIEW software.
The LabVIEW program controls all the
subsystems, including the oil, compressed and
dry air, vacuum systems and power supplies.
Fig. 9 shows the virtual control panel. The
LTD/100 can be operated in single shot or rep-
rate modes. Currently the rep-rate is 1/20 Hz.
The rate-limiting device in the present
configuration is the slow power supply that
charges the Premagnetizer. Changing the
charging sequence or even the power supply for
the Premagnetizer could easily drop the rap-rate
1/15 Hz. Further work to streamline the
LabVIEW program and the shot
sequence could possibly allow the LTD/100 to
approach the projected 1/10 Hz required for
rep-rated Inertial Fusion Energy (IFE) pulsed
power drivers [8].
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Fig. 9 Automation with LabVIEW (computer
control panel)

The LTD/100 is performing well under the
present repetition rate of operation. At the time
of this writing, more than 2000 LTD shots at a
rep-rate of 1/30 to 1/20 Hz have been completed.
The results have shown the operational
characteristics of the LTD/100 to be repeatable
and predictable. Figure 5 shows an overlay of a
200 shot series with a charge voltage of 85 kV,
gas switch pressure of 41 PSI and a load
resistance of ~0.170.

The largest data set was collected operating
the LTD/100 at a charge voltage of 85 kV. It was
found that at a charge.

Fig. 10. Overlay of 200 shot series on the
LTD/100 at a charge voltage of 85 kV with a load
resistance of 0.170 Ohm, and an optimal gas
switch pressure of 41 PSI the mean peak current of
the LTD/100 is 514.6 kA ± 4.8 kA with a rise time
of 60.6 ns ± 1.7 ns.

The LTD/100 is producing current waveforms
that match the results of the SCREAMER circuit
code simulations. As shown in Figure 11 the
SCREAMER and the LTD/100 current traces
overlay closely. Overlaid with the SCREAMER

waveform are three shots at a charge voltage of 85
kV and a load resistance ~ 0.170

4. Summary

In summary the LTD/100 cavity is proving to be
robust There are, however, improvements that can
be made. Reducing the inductance of the individual
circuits, or bricks, which consist of one gas switch
and two capacitors, will reduce the rise

Fig. 11. SCREAMER simulations of the
LTD/100 overlaid with a three shot series.

time and could increase the current output of the
LTD/100. Improvements to the automation and
support auxiliary systems which limit the rep-rate
of the LTD/100 will make it possible to increase
the repetition rate to 1/15 Hz or less. Improving
the stability of the KBr load resistor will allow
for longer test series. Testing of the LTD/100 at
Sandia National Laboratories will continue.
Further improvements in the automation will
allow for testing the jitter of the LTD/100 cavity.
The mean lifetime of the gas switches presently
used in this design will be evaluated as more
shots are completed.

The successful performance of the LTD/100
is helping to prove the reliability of LTD
technology. The high current, short pulse, and
most importantly the repletion rate capabilities of
LTD’s can be used to build large current drivers
for IFE and/or Z-Pinch research [7]. With the
small size of the LTD’s, the designs for these
devices will be in a much smaller footprint than
with the water pulsed forming line technology
currently being used.
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